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4 WEEKS IN THE CAN © Denis Murphy September 2007 

Interior. Corridor. JW's POV 

The camera travels along a corridor and turns through a doorway. 

Interior. Classroom. JW's POV 

The camera enters a classroom and approaches a table near a whiteboard on the wall. We hear (OFF) 
SHUSHING, SCUFFLING, SHUFFLING, PEOPLE MOVING CHAIRS, etc. 

JW (OFF) 
So, we want to write for films, do we? 

The camera stops and pans down to the desk. 

A pile of notebooks is FLUNG in front of the camera onto the table. The camera then rises to view the 
whiteboard on the wall: "MODULE 2.2 SCREENWRITING (6 CREDITS)" is written on it. The 
camera turns. 

Interior. Classroom. JW's POV 

A dozen cartoon characters sitting expectantly at desks. 

Interior. Classroom 

A general shot of JW, the woman teacher, eyeing her class. 

JW 
May your gods preserve all movie goers, film buffs and me, 
from your stories. But they won't have to, will they? You 
know why? 

Shaking heads and puzzled looks from her students. 

JW 
You'll never make it. Thankfully, I will never be subjected to 
any film penned by any of you!  

She picks some notebooks up and flicks through them as she walks around the students' desks. 

(FX: STUDENT - QUESTION) 

JW 
You really want to know? 

The student eagerly nods. 

JW 
Good news first? Bad? 

(FX: STUDENT - DIMINUENDO) 

JW plays the following few exchanges pinching her nose in a "pong" gesture, waving the notebook in 
front her all the while. 

CGI insert: A TRAIL OF FUMES WAFTING FROM THE NOTEBOOK, WHICH IRRITATES 
THE STUDENTS, TOO. 

JW  
I've read your synopsis and sample scenes! 
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The student is dejected, but still replies. 

(FX: STUDENT - CRESCENDO) 

JW 
You're not alone! 

JW addresses different students, and is met each time with a pause & close-up of a suitably chastened 
student. 

JW 
Why are you writing your screenplay?  
Why write at all?  
Why for films?  
If you insist on inflicting your dross on the innocent, pick on 
novel readers. 
Short story fans. 
Theatre goers. 
Poetry enthusiasts. 
Music lovers. 
Radio listeners. 
Saddo blog readers. 
Shove it into a rocket and impose it on the Martians! But a 
screenplay! 

(throwing the notebook onto the table. End of CGI PONG) 
What harm have movie goers ever done to you? 

JW changes tack. 

JW 
Let me explain. You need a little insight. I need volunteers. 

Several students raise their arms, but she chooses two others at random. 

JW 
You and you.  

A woman cartoon stands up, followed by a man cartoon. 

JW 
Scriptwriting, said Thomas Edison, can be best understood 
with reference to pig farming.  

Puzzled looks from the students. JW is oblivious. 

JW 
Our two volunteers… 

JW invites the first one her to introduce herself. 

(FX: WOMAN STUDENT'S NAME) 

JW 
…and… 

JW invites the second. 
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(FX: MAN STUDENT'S NAME) 

JW 
…have decided to go into the pig business. They are equally 
talented with pigs. But they have different visions. Why pigs, 
you ask? Why screenplays? Checkmate. 

JW points at her first volunteer and addresses everyone else. 

JW 
This little guinea piggy farms an ancient pig breed. Very 
laudable.  

Cut to: Insert. Animation. 

A cheesy cartoon in kids style spiky drawing of an idyllic happy farm. Her cartoon student volunteer is 
rendered in a childlike fashion. Other characters include: children hugging pigs, press reporters & 
photographers. There is a cheesy plinky plonky soundtrack, like a child trying to play a nursery rhyme 
on a toy xylophone. 

JW (OVER) 
Battling against market forces is risky. Everyone says she's 
mad. But she is mentioned in Sunday supplements, 100 Best 
Carbon-Footprint-Free Eco-Friendly Weekend Trips. A 
hug-a-piggy retreat for kiddies.  

Back to: 

Interior. Classroom 

The volunteer looks pleased with herself. 

JW 
Our Quixotic maverick hopes to save her breed from 
extinction. Inspire a new generation of heritage-conscious 
farmers.  

The volunteer in question mockingly pushes her nose back imitating a pig snout, to make her fellow 
students laugh. 

JW 
Success isn't financial. She wants… 

Cut to: Insert. Animation. 

The cheesy pastoral cartoon continues. Happy pigs happily trotting into a small abattoir, slaughtered 
inside by smiling slaughtermen, market scenes, award ceremonies. The cheesy soundtrack continues. 

JW (OVER) 
…to produce high quality, organic meat from a small, 
manageable herd of free living, healthy happy animals. The 
way our ancestors farmed for centuries. Hands-on. 
Sustainable. She humanely butchers her piggies in her local 
abattoir, providing work for her local economy. Vacuum-
packs the meat herself. Designs her own labels. Travels 
around farmers markets. Sells her meat from her very own 
ye olde online shoppe. Wins awards.  

Back to: 

Interior. Classroom 
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JW 
Our maverick auteur takes on the industry at their own 
game.  

JW applauds her. The other students follow. She signals the second volunteer. 

JW 
Our second guinea pig goes for maximum return… 

Cut to: Insert. Animation. 

A very sinister Manga-style animation. Dark, brooding horrific shots of massive battery prisons of 
tortured pigs, with the volunteer student suitably Manga-fied. Bloody, realistic close-ups of the grim 
process, scenes of the student as a slave: whipped by evil supermarket devils, torturing him with 
tridents to be crueller and produce higher yields,… 

There is a suitably sinister electronic chaos soundtrack. 

JW (OVER) 
…battery farming thousands of chemically enhanced 
squealers. He strikes deals with supermarkets, dismembering 
his pigs alive in industrial concentration camps. He knows 
supermarkets don't need him, necessarily. They need 
product.  

Back to: 

Interior. Classroom 

The student is milking his classmates' attention, miming an evil, malicious pose. 

JW 
Sure, they'll buy from him. As long as he accepts their terms.  
The moment his supply halts, or the meat varies, stands his 
ground for a fairer price, or gets all ethical… 

Cut to: Insert. Animation. 

…sadistically injecting his squealing pigs with concoctions from huge vats with chemical danger 
symbols on the side. 

JW (OVER) 
…they'll drop him like a dead rat. Their customers want 
Buy-3-Pay-for-2 and to hell with quality, it gets in the way of 
cheap. 

Back to: 

Interior. Classroom 

The other students are horror-stricken, hugging each other for reassurance. 

(FX: SCARED STUDENT SHRIEKS) 

JW 
But, hey, he knows the risks. He's a jobber, a journeyman. 
Which of the two is the better pig farmer? Who is happier 
and more successful? 
Maverick auteur, proud of her pigs' quality and standard of 
living. Nobody tells her what to do. The pork industry 
loathes her. Her sausages are elite gourmet. Most consumers 
wouldn't touch them. His sausages are garbage. Consumers 
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can't get enough. She cares about her pork. It's precious to 
her. It would kill her to see her free-rangers chained inside 
Guantanamo battery farms. 
Journeyman sold out to the supermarkets, in her opinion. 

The auteur cartoon sneers at the journeyman cartoon. 

JW 
For him, pigs are a means to an end. Force-feed them with 
additives designed for the masses' palate? Big deal! 

The journeyman shrugs at his hissing classmates. 
 

JW 
Relinquish control over his meat? So what? It takes a special 
talent to elbow your way into the garbage market. Not 
everyone can hack it. Maverick auteur couldn't.  

Pause. Confused looks on the students' faces, as if saying "yes, understood, but where is this leading?" 
One puzzled student checks the name of the class on the board: "MODULE 2.2 SCREENWRITING 
(6 CREDITS)". JW motions to her volunteers to sit down. 

JW 
Elite artisan gourmet for the discerning few? Or industrial 
garbage for the ignorant masses? Pigs, scriptwriting: it's the 
same deal.  

JW addresses different students again. 

JW 
Whose example would you follow? 
Quixotic maverick auteur. Recreating the film industry in 
your own image. Directing and financing your own films 
from your own scripts.  
Journeyman. Selling out to the industry. Are your scripts 
gonna be precious? Are you gonna be protective? 
Difficult choice? 

JW grabs a notebook from the table and waves it at her students, pinching her nose.  

CGI insert: ANIMATED FUMES WAFTING FROM THE BOOK. 

JW 
Will it kill you to rewrite that scene you stayed up all night to 
perfect? 
Would criticism floor you? 
Would you be happy if you were told to change everything, 
cos it stinks? 

The student she addresses shakes his head sadly. JW throws the book down. End of CGI. 

JW 
(suddenly passionate) 

Well, you should be, cos that'd be one step up from outright 
rejection. You might have a second chance. The most 
golden rule any scriptwriter can aspire to: 

JW approaches her whiteboard and writes "AVOID TOTAL REJECTION". 
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JW 
(turning back to her students, pointing over her shoulder at the 
golden rule) 

That way, there's a slim chance you might survive. Pray 
they'll toss you scraps. Rewrites. Dog dialogue for another 
Eddie Murphy comeback. You'll change every word, if only 
they let you feed the market's garbage addiction! Don't think 
your remit involves quality. Producers and studios need 
dealers… 

(pointing at each student and herself) 
…to feed addictions. That's where the money is.  
Before we go any further… 

(walking over to the classroom door and opening it) 
… if we have any budding, Quixotic, maverick auteurs here, 
can they please leave now. 

The students look guiltily at each other. 

JW 
You are on your own. Good-bye… 

(glaring as a non-existent student walks out of the room) 
…good luck and good riddance. 

(slamming the door, then glaring at the students) 
You lot have just made your choice. You'll need more help 
than even I can give. But, hell, I'm a journeyman. I'm getting 
paid for this gig, I'll go through the motions. 

Interior. Corridor. CCTV footage. Tinny, echoey buzz 

Ciggie break 1. Tense-looking cartoon characters & JW share a nicotine habit. 

Interior. Classroom 

JW flicks through some notes on the desk. She points at a student's chest. 

JW 
What tale is inside, trying to get out? 

(FX: STUDENT) 

JW 
"Based on something true that happened to you, it's very 
personal and had a profound effect"? I think I may barf. 
What's yours? 

(FX: STUDENT X 2) 

JW 
"Your family love it"? "A friend said it would make a good 
film"? Never a bucket around when you need one! 
 

JW nods at the next student. 

(FX: STUDENT) 

JW 
"Cartoons are a dead end." 
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Nods and murmurs of approval from the other students. 

 (FX: STUDENT) 

JW 
"You want stability & job security"?  

Even more nods and murmurs of approval, clapping etc. 

JW 
Have I died and gone to heaven? 

(closes then opens her eyes enthusiastically only to look around 
again in disappointment) 

As near as I'll ever get.  
I could chill tonight to any film from Blockbuster. The 
whole of Bergman's works to plough through. 10,000 hours 
of classic film downloads. 
Convince me why I'm better off reading your screenplay. 
What will the industry gain from your scribblings? 
What can you offer? 
Does the industry need you? 
The industry needs… let's guess! 

JW rushes to the whiteboard and scribbles TECHNICIANS. She turns and waves her hands excitedly, 
eliciting ideas. Each time a student suggests something, JW holds out a board pen. The student then 
rushes to write it on the board. 

(FX: STUDENT) 

JW 
"Makeup artists". For making up artistes. 

Students race clumsily back and forth to the board, bumping cartoonly into each other. 

(FX: STUDENT) 

JW 
"Sparks". For sparking life into sets, and lighting up the 
Operator's visions. 

(FX: STUDENT) 

JW 
"Carpenters"! Carpenting living fantasies from dead wood. 

(FX: STUDENT) 

JW 
"Super silent genny drivers". No power generator, no film. 

Interior. Classroom 

Some time later. The same game. The board has grown. It now covers most of the whole wall, full of 
students suggestions. 

(FX: STUDENT) 

JW 
"Animators". For animating what the director is too 
mediocre to imagine. 
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(FX: STUDENT) 

JW 
"Cartoon characters". Now there's a surprise! 

No more students come forward. JW gestures; "any more?". She points to a gap on the board for one 
more name. The students look nervous. They know but don't dare. 

JW 
I'm sure there's one more. 

(FX: STUDENT - TIMIDLY) 

JW 
"Scriptwriters"? 

JW holds a pen out, the student rushes forwards but can't prise the pen from JW's grasp. There are a 
few seconds of struggling, with the student cartoonly clambering over JW & her fist, before admitting 
defeat. 

JW 
"Scriptwriters"? What on earth for? 

Prolonged embarrassed silence. The defeated student retreats to the desk. Then a few students fire 
suggestions at her. 

(FX: STUDENT X 3) 

JW 
"Solving plot dilemmas"? "Resolving dialogue problems"? 
"Story architects, providing script blueprints for director 
contractors to turn into film palaces"? 
Wooooooooooo! We do have a high opinion of ourselves 
don't we! 

(suddenly vehemently passionate) 
We writers churn out words like sausages! With precision. 
On spec. Day in day out. Spot on every time. Story 
mechanics, that's us. Pros, who know the engine of a 
screenplay inside out. 

JW pulls darts out of her pocket. With her back to the board, she throws a dart over her shoulder at the 
board, hitting "Wardrobe mistress". JW motions to a student to tell her where the dart landed. 

(FX: STUDENT) 

JW 
Her love life's in turmoil. I wouldn't know where to start. 

JW throws another dart. It hits "Operator". JW motions to another student. 

(FX: STUDENT) 

JW 
You'll never believe what he's going through at home!  

JW throws another dart. It hits "Prop mistress". JW motions to another student. 
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(FX: STUDENT) 

JW 
Her creditors have embargoed her possessions.  

JW throws another dart. It hits "Dialogue coach ". JW motions to another student. 

(FX: STUDENT) 

JW 
His daily alcohol intake would float the Titanic.  

JW throws another dart. It hits "Hairdresser". JW motions to another student. 

(FX: STUDENT) 

JW 
She's losing her house for defaulting on mortgage payments.  

JW throws a handful of darts. Each hits a name on the board. The students are impressed but JW 
carries on regardless. 

JW 
They all got problems. And egos. 

She throws a last dart and it hits the empty space. The students are more impressed. 

JW 
And so do we. None of us likes eating dirt or having our 
butts kicked by smart-ass directors. But we all got bills to 
pay. Kids to bring up. Habits to feed. 
But nobody out there cares. People's hearts don't bleed for 
screenwriter pros. Remember Harvey Keitel?  

JW points to all the students and herself. 

JW 
We're Winston Wolfe in Pulp Fiction. Straight in. Sort things 
out. Straight out.  
But don't take your emotional baggage with you to the 
office. Don't be precious. Just deliver. Commandment 
número uno: the only reputation worth getting - 
troubleshooter. 

Interior. Corridor. CCTV footage. Tinny, echoey buzz 

Ciggie break 2. Cartoon characters, JW & the actors we haven't seen yet: huddled together, smoking 
huge bunches of cigarettes, just like in the cartoons. 

Interior. Classroom 

JW continues. 

JW 
Now, time for a game. All close your eyes. Imagine you're 
watching your most favouritest film ever. Any sequence you 
know off by heart. Concentrate on what's happening on the 
screen. 

JW walks slowly towards her desk, picks up the notebooks and walks back amongst her concentrating 
students. They are reacting to the films they are imagining, shock, excitement, tears. 
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JW 
Keep thinking. I'm going to ask you to recall what you're 
seeing. Keep watching. Good, good, OK. 

JW dramatically changes pace and shouts, firing them up, flinging the notebooks to each of them. 

JW 
Now! Open your eyes and write down everything you can 
remember. Quick, before it all dribbles out of your ears and 
evaporates! 

The students burst into action, frantically scrambling for pens and books, racing each other to be the 
first to finish scribbling. JW snatches a book from one student and flings it to another. 

JW 
Now, everybody swap books, pair up and try to guess your 
partner's film. 

Hardly have the students paired up than JW claps again for attention. She motions to one student to 
read what is written. 

(FX: STUDENT READING) 

JW elicits answers from the class. One student calls out (sound FX). 

(FX: STUDENT GUESSING 1) 

Student Reading shakes her head. 

(FX: STUDENT GUESSING 2) 

Student Reading shakes her head again. 

(FX: STUDENT GUESSING 3) 

Student Reading nods enthusiastically. 

JW 
IV? Sounded more like Rocky 2 to me. 

JW 
My turn. I'll describe a film. You write it down and guess the 
title. 

She covers her eyes and calls things out, like a racing commentator, getting faster and louder building to 
a climax. 

Close-up: JW's closed eyes: 

JW 
I'm seeing things, people. Visual things. Interior. People 
moving, doing things, speaking. More images. Exterior. 
Scene change. Dialogue. Action. Wide shot. Master shot. 
Overhead shot. Close-up. Overhead shot, camera pans left 
following somebody out of shot. Narration. Wildtrack. 
Foley. Caption. Flashback. Finished! 

JW opens her eyes and beams a smile at her students. She's met with a surly, wall of puzzled, 
disappointed students. Their pens are poised but they aren't writing. This is what she expected and she 
smiles. She picks up several notebooks nevertheless and checks: nobody wrote anything. 
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JW 
You still don't understand; a film is a series of unrelated 
superficial fragments. The editor strings them together, 
knowing that your brains will join them up. Novelists need 
fine words to do this.  
Now, you, give me an opening scene for a story. 

(FX: STUDENT) 

JW 
"Sequence 1 Exterior, overcast, raining. Two well dressed 
men, Thompson and Thomson, leave… 

Cut to: Animated storyboard.  
As JW relates (OVER) the students' suggestions (also OVER), we see animated thumbnails of the 
sequences she describes. 

JW (OVER) 
…a Georgian townhouse. They see it's raining and they 
pause. One puts up a huge, expensive golfing umbrella." 
Tasteful. Someone else carry it on. 

(FX: STUDENT OVER) 

JW (OVER) 
"Both go to a parked BMW Hydrogen 7, the world's first 
hydrogen-drive luxury performance car, at the side of the 
road, get in and drive away." Good. 

(FX: STUDENT OVER) 

JW (OVER) 
"Sequence 2 Exterior. The camera mounted on the back of 
the BMW reveals the two occupants talking inside, as well as 
reflecting the city streets whizzing past." Like it. Classy. 

(FX: STUDENT OVER) 

JW (OVER) 
"Sequence 3 Exterior. Caption: MacDonalds, Oxford Street. 
Car pulls up. They get out of the car and enter MacDonalds, 
protected by the umbrella." 

(FX: STUDENT OVER) 

JW (OVER) 
"Sequence 4 Interior, they go to the end of queue. They've 
come here as they need somewhere with background bustle 
so their conversation cannot be overheard, or recorded. 
They order their meals at the till, pay, wait for their food, 
then take it and go and sit down. They start talking." 

Back to:  

Interior. Classroom 

The students look pleased, slapping each other on the back, high-5ing etc. 
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JW 
Total piffle! 

(FX: STUDENT X 2) 

JW 
"Why"? "No dialogue"? No, far from it. Want a friend for 
life? Chop all the dialogue out and replace it with action; the 
crew will adore you. 

The students look puzzled. JW whispers conspiratorially. 

JW 
Shhh! 

JW looks nervously around the room. her students do likewise. 

JW 
The actor's union might be bugging us. 
The more dialogue, the more actors' nerves, the more fluffs, 
the more takes. The later the coffee break, the longer the 
crew wait for lunch, the more restless the crew who've 
already performed their tasks to perfection but have to wait 
for the actors to get theirs right. The more nervous the 
actors, the more fluffs, the more retakes. The more resentful 
those crew members who haven't negotiated overtime rates. 
The later the day's wrap, the longer the day.  
Dialogue? 

(JW makes the throat slitting gesture and noise) 
Kwhhhhhhhhhh! 
Have any of you seriously ever watched a film? Really 
watched? I mean w-a-t-c-h-e-d? 

Some students frown and nod in contradiction to this, somewhat offended. 

JW 
No you haven't.  

(FX: STUDENT QUESTIONING) 

JW 
(pointing dramatically at the stack of synopses on the desk) 

That is how I know. 

The students look disappointed and ashamed. 

JW 
Never watch a film like a paying schmuck. Examine it as a 
script mechanic. The only rule in scriptwriting: learn film 
language by observing. Watch a scene and work out what 
was actually in the screenplay. Just as important: watch 
closer and work out what wasn't. Forget courses like this. 
Screenwriting's only commandment: absorb script grammar 
through your skin. 
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(FX: STUDENT X 2) 

JW 
It ain't piffle 'cos it's boring. And no, not necessarily because 
of the golfing umbrella. 

(FX: STUDENT) 

JW 
The way you transmit information; describing, linking, 
explaining, specifying, justifying, showing off. That's OK for 
maverick auteurs, who can afford to write bad scripts. But 
for journeymen, knocking on closed doors…. 

She shakes her head, then points at the door) 

JW 
None of you walked when I gave you the chance. You're all 
journeymen. The only rule for scriptwriters: don't fall in love 
with your creative power. 

JW narrates the following paragraph in a great actor voice, whoever the actress can best imitate -
Olivier, Brando, Welles.  

JW 
"Torrential rain was pelting down relentlessly over a 
nondescript Georgian townhouse… 

Cut to: Animated storyboard.  
We see the same animated thumbnail sequence as before, as JW continues her narrative. 

JW (OVER) 
…as the front door opened. Thompson and Thomson 
peered out from the snugness of the house into the gloomy, 
unwelcoming August day, only too weary of the recent 
floods which had beset many local areas during that 
unseasonably rainy summer. They paused on the threshold, 
composing themselves, preparing their bodies for the 
inevitable plunge into the inexorable sheet of cascading 
deluge which separated their front door from their target, a 
BMW Hydrogen 7, the world's first hydrogen-drive luxury 
performance automobile, parked tantalisingly blah blah 
blah…" 

Back to:  

Interior. Classroom 

The students applaud and JW urges them to stop. 

JW 
Words are novelist's tools. They have nothing else. They 
need to impress & be cleverer than you or me. Their 
narratives' wonderlands are words, spun like a web to trap 
the reader. Their words take us by the hand and guide us 
round the plot. 
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(FX: STUDENT????) 

JW 
Hope? There may be. I was nearly as useless as you. and you. 
and you. But not you. 

Laughter, tension breaking. 

JW 
Sure, your piffle can be de-piffled.  

Rousing her students. 

JW 
Dare we think like scriptwriters?  

Cheers and fist shaking from her smiling students. 

JW 
Everybody, write this down. 

JW springs in to action, striding up and down the aisles, her hands covering her eyes, dictating as fast as 
she moves, her eager students work themselves into a writing frenzy… 

JW 
Sequence 1, exterior, street, day, overcast and rainy, two men 
leave a house and walk to a parked car, they get in… 

Cut to: Animated storyboard.  
We see the same animated thumbnail sketches as before, as JW' gives her interpretation (OVER) of the 
students' version. 

JW (OVER) 
…and drive off, sequence 2, exterior, raining, high street, the 
camera on the back of the car reveals the two occupants 
inside, reflecting the streetlights in the window, sequence 3, 
exterior, raining, high street, the car pulls up and parks, they 
get out and enter a restaurant, sequence 4, interior, 
restaurant, the two men are in the queue, the background 
noise drowns out their conversation… 

Back to:  

Interior. Classroom 

JW takes a breath, looks up to puzzled students. They aren't writing. Some throw down their pens, hold 
their heads etc. She continues, smiling. 

JW 
…sequence 5, interior, restaurant, they are sitting at a table 
with trays of food, the first man speaks, blah blah blah. 
Well, what do you think?  

Puzzled silence. 

JW 
One at a time. 

More puzzled silence. 

JW 
Did anyone notice any differences? 
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(FX: STUDENT) 

JW 
"No BMW". Good. 

(FX: STUDENT X 2) 

JW 
"No names". "No golfing umbrella". Well spotted. 

(FX: STUDENT) 

JW 
"No MacDonalds caption". Perceptive. 

(FX: STUDENT X 2) 

JW 
"They're not well-dressed" "House isn't Georgian".  

(correcting the last student) 
"ain't" darling, " ain't Georgian"; first commandment of 
screenwriting. 

(FX: STUDENT X 2) 

JW 
"Don't order their food at the till" "Didn't use the umbrella 
when they got out of the car." Etc, etc.  

JW holds her hands out, shaking her head. 

JW 
I'm afraid you're all wrong. 

More disbelief and head shaking from the students. 

JW 
My version is essentially the same as yours. I limit myself to 
the action on screen. Everything you say I didn't include 
could be in there. You're screenwriting. You don't do 
superficial details, camera instructions, characters' thoughts. 
That's for the director, the crew & the actors. It isn't your 
job. 

(FX: STUDENT) 

JW 
Sorry, "ain't" your job.  

Laughter all round. 

JW 
They flesh out your screenplay visually. You supply raw 
material. The pig meat, sure, but not the cute white plastic 
coffins for the shelves. The supermarkets do that. Know 
your trade. They know theirs.  
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(sarcastic) 
"Story architects"! "Solving plot dilemmas"! Ha! Unblocking 
plot cess pits, more like! You deliver the bricks and cement 
to the building site! 
Soon there'll be a computer font for turning words into 
thumbnails. Instant script wingdings. Universal storyboard. 
Bye bye, language barriers! Sayonara, written screenplays! 
Adios, screenwriters with brains and passion. In the 
meantime, get in there while there are still jobs.  
Think visual. Write verbal thumbnails. 
Even if your script is chosen, changes will be made. When 
you see the film, you won't recognise half of what's in it. So 
what? You got paid, didn't you? Just don't expect the 
supermarket to ask: "how do you want us to treat your piggy 
bambini?" 

(in a boogieman voice) 
Don't get emotionally attached to your bambini, cos they're 
off to the film slaughterhouse to be chopped into script 
sausages. 

(FX: STUDENT) 

JW 
No, there's no telling. Both versions could give exactly the 
same opening on film. Equally good or bad. Quality in a film 
doesn't come from the script. It depends on the director, 
crew, actors and editor. Mine reads as a better screenplay. 
Written for pros, who magic screenplays into images. It's got 
more chance of being read, so 

(in a boogieman voice) 
more chance of… 

JW elicits the answer from her students. Several reply at once. 

(FX: STUDENT X 3 OR 4) 

JW 
…"AVOIDING TOTAL REJECTION"! Good. Mine's 
movie grammar. Yours is a novel with its dialogue chopped 
up different. 

(FX: STUDENT) 

JW 
Yes, it does. But a film's narrative is the Operator's vision 
through the lens and whatever the editor does with the 
director's directions, plus… 

(pointing in turn at her head and each of theirs) 
…this soggy sponge inside here. When you sit down with 
your bag of popcorn, Mr Brain knows the score. It has 
certain expectations. You're relaxing, but Mr Brain is busy 
imposing sense onto the hotchpotch of images. Mr Brain 
and the editor conspire to create film narrative. Not your 
screenplay. 
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(FX: STUDENT) 

JW 
"Why don't I show the characters ordering & paying at the 
till"? Picture my version: sequence -  

The students close their eyes in concentration.  

Cut to: Animated storyboard.  
Extracts from the same thumbnail sequence as before. 

JW (OVER) 
two people in the queue, then cut to sequence - two people 
at the table with food, starting to talk.  

Back to:  

Interior. Classroom 

JW 
OK, eyes open. What happens between those two 
sequences? 

(FX: STUDENT) 

JW 
Wrong! They don't order, pay & pick up their food! Those 
actors never filmed a till sequence.  

(FX: STUDENT) 

JW 
"Why am I against tills?" Why are you so insistent? 

(FX: SEVERAL STUDENTS TOGETHER) 

JW 
"It's what happens to you when you go to MacDonalds"! 
Classic! You should all be out here with me listening to you! 
If you don't order & pay, you get no food! You're talking 
reality! This ain't no slab of life, bambini. Film reality is 
illusion! With my version, your brain fills in the gaps. "Ah 
ha, they must have stood at the till & paid, 'cos that's what I 
did yesterday." Cinematic licence. Film grammar. Your 
measly, overworked, undervalued, underexploited little brain 
grafts away to make sense out of this chaos. If movie-goers' 
measlier brains can handle a bit of cinematic licence, less 
measly scriptwriters' brains have to exploit that.  
Hell, the public like being conned. We expect fake. We adore  
a shyster with attitude. We vote for politicians. We lap it up. 
Same with films. Farewell reality. Welcome to Fake City. A 
specially faked, Looking-Glass illusion of a world. All film 
technicians are fakers. Any film employs the best fakers 
Production can afford. Editors are special fakers who know 
Mr Brain will collaborate to make their faking easier. 
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(FX: STUDENT) 

JW 
To provide fakeness! Fakeness born out of your screenplay, 
if you're lucky. Script grammar commandment number one: 
action is there for a reason. If it's mundane, loose it. If the 
director doesn't drop it during shooting, the editor will chop 
it out in post-production. Identify crap & lose it yourself 
before they show you the door! Film reality is lean & hungry, 
quick & snappy. Minimal is best, less is better.  
Does anything hinge on the till scene? On the Macdonalds 
caption? The type of car? The umbrella? Then don't insist or 
specify. Nobody gives a damn about umbrellas. 

(apologetically) 
Unless we have an umbrella manufacturer amongst us! 
Let the director, the operator, the art director, the crew & 
the actors insist, specify & give a damn, and fake with their 
skills, art, craft, jiggery-pokery & CGI! Your job: make their 
faking easier. Facilitate.  

JW writes "Facilitate" on the board. 

JW 
Early Latin, from late Greek; "fa-cil-i", "cut the" and "-tate" 
"crap". 
If you insist on a till scene, make it punchy. Make the plot 
hinge around it: the till girl overhears Thompson and 
Thomson mention a robbery, she witnesses it later and 
becomes caught up in it; close-up of the money going into 
the till and change being given - Thompson and Thomson 
are forgers & this is their first attempt at passing forged bills! 
The till girl is accused by the manager etc, calls police etc. 
Tense moments, huh?  
Make a sequence take us somewhere away from real life. 
Think films. Every film you've ever loved, watch it again. 
And learn. Watch Mr Brain do the legwork. Screenwriters 
are for concentrating on the juicy bits. 

(FX: STUDENT) 

JW 
The extract I dictated before? "Camera pans left, people 
talking etc"?  

More students fire off rapid suggestions. JW nods to each. 

(FX: STUDENT X 5) 

JW 
The fact is, you're all right. It was actually the basic script 
grammar underneath every single feature film ever made. 
Except Timecrimes. 

Interior. Corridor. CCTV footage. Tinny, echoey buzz 
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Ciggie break 3. Cartoon characters, JW & the actors we haven't seen yet (but are about to), plastercine 
figures we haven't seen yet: even more huddled together in the narrow corridor: various pipes & 
hookahs 

Interior. Classroom 

JW comes back from her ciggie and sits on the edge of the table. As the students enter, JW motions to 
them to bring their chairs up around her. There will have to be shots for the CGI guys of chairs 
invisibly being lifted and moved, as the animation guys will need to animate students carrying chairs. 

JW 
Every script has a technical read-through during 
preproduction, with the director and all the heads of 
departments. Let's imagine a read-through of your 
screenplay. You'll see what implications your careless words 
can have. 

Close-up of JW composing herself, eyes closed. She then launches into character. She's looking at an 
imaginary script in her hand. 

JW 
(reading) 

Sequence 1, outside a Georgian townhouse.  

She glowers at a worried-looking student and points at him. 

JW 
Location Manager, what have you selected?  

Interior. Rehearsal room 

A large, sparse warehouse type room. No windows, so no natural light or sense of day time or night.  

JW is now a caricatured cartoon version of herself: JW (Cartoon). Her director characterisation starts 
off very gruff and domineering towards her crew members (except when addressing the Operator). 

The cartoon student who she last pointed at is now a real actor: the aforementioned Location Manager. 
He has the same worried look, with a script and various papers on his lap. He hands JW a selection of 
photos. The camera slowly backs away from JW (Cartoon) as she looks at the photos. More of the 
room comes into shot, revealing a much larger space than the classroom. JW (Cartoon) is surrounded 
by real people sitting on folding chairs, echoing the seating arrangements in the previous classroom 
sequence. They are holding scripts, paper cups, pens etc. 

JW (Cartoon)'s cartoon students are all huddled behind her, awe-struck spectators of the unfolding 
action. JW (Cartoon) is also holding a script. The students are actually caricatures of these real actors 
who are playing crew members. 

The crew's body language tells us the atmosphere is cold and uncomfortable. In the background there 
are two groups of people. Their activities will be glimpsed occasionally: two actors -Thompson & 
Thomson from the earlier filmed images- being kitted out by the wardrobe crew, standing by a rack of 
clothes on hangers and a large mirror, and the key grip slowly pushing the camera and two of the 
camera crew, mounted on a dolly on a short track, rehearsing tracking shots. 

One of the crew near JW (Cartoon) -Line Producer- spends all the time receiving phone calls. Some 
times standing other times sitting, his attention never strays from the proceedings. He's wearing a 
multi-pocket sleeveless combat/fishing jacket, and each call he takes/makes is on a different phone 
from a different pocket. 

JW (CARTOON) 
Is this it! 
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She contemptuously throws the photos back at the Location Manager. 

Once the students realise they are invisible to the crew, they gain confidence and gradually come out 
from behind JW (Cartoon), moving around the crew and exploring the room. They realise with glee 
that they are caricatures of the crew, and they look to see which of them resembles who. They follow 
closely the exchanges between JW (Cartoon) and the crew members; looking over shoulders at 
scripts/papers, eavesdropping on whispered conversations etc.  

JW (CARTOON) 
One of them isn't even Georgian, it's mock Victorian! I can't 
choose from that crap. Get more.  

JW looks at the script again 

JW (CARTOON) 
(reading aloud) 

Special FX. Torrential rain. 

She turns to another of the crew members. 

JW (CARTOON) 
We're filming in August. What if the sun's shining.  

SFX 
(with echoes of Robert Shaw's shark hunter in "Jaws", taking 
something out of his pocket) 

I never go anywhere without this beauty. 
(tossing it to JW (Cartoon), who handles it as if it was a dead 
rat) 

A half inch aluminium rain head. Attached to a fire nozzle 
on the end of a fire hose, fed from a 850 gallon dump tank 
in the garden at the back of the house. And the neighbours 
have signed…. 

Looking questioningly at Line Producer, who nods reassuringly back. 

SFX 
…to let me rain over them, too. 

JW (CARTOON) 
How much screen time is 850 gallons? 

SFX 
(shaking his head, with a "no problem" gesture) 

Production's wangled a permit so I can plug into the main 
supply, so… 

JW (CARTOON) 
Wouldn't it be more ecological to source recycled water or 
rain water? 

SFX 
(raising his eyebrows in amusement) 

On my budget? 
(laughing to himself, addressing the others, oblivious to JW 
Cartoon's presence) 

She'll be objecting next to me burning car tyres for the black 
smoke in the windmill scenes. 
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JW (CARTOON) 
Won't it be noisy? 

SFX 
(shaking his head, disappointedly) 

The hose's air-pressured, so the only sound is the water 
falling.  
There's a 20 horsepower Ritter Max wind machine to 
disperse the water so it looks like rain. 

(nodding his head with gusto, licking his lips) 
Now that will be noisy. 

(looking at his script) 
But there's no dialogue, so what the hell? 

JW (Cartoon) looks uncertain. 

SFX 
The lorry's outside. I'll set it up. See for yourself. 

JW (CARTOON) 
I'll go during lunch. 

SFX 
OK, but I won't be there till after. 

On cue, one of the cartoon character's stomach rumbles like a volcano. Only the other students react, 
giggling etc. 

Interior. Classroom 

Back to the real JW and her captivated students. 

JW 
Facilitate, solve the director's production problems, by not 
writing them into the script in the first place.  

Cut to: 

Interior. Rehearsal room. 

JW (CARTOON) is standing in an improvised boxing ring, with the crew members standing around 
her. Claustrophobically close. Each one is wearing a vest with their job title printed on it, and boxing 
gloves, with something different painted on the tip of each (Location Manager's gloves: Georgian, 
Victorian, Line Producer's gloves: Bullet-proof, Laminated, Operator's gloves: BMW, Mercedes-Benz, 
Props mistress: Actor's gloves: Hotel porn channels, Per diem). They take turns in throwing a one-two 
at JW (CARTOON), to her face head, even under the belt. JW (CARTOON) reels at each blow, yet 
doesn't retaliate. 

The camera pulls away to reveal a massive stream of crew members waiting for their chance. 

JW (OVER) 
The screenplay is the crew's holy book. They can't change it. 
Don't want to. why should they? It ain't their business to. 
They just do what they're hired for. If it's in the script, the 
director must want it and Production must have approved 
the expense. So be it. Directors are for wooing actors, 
laughing at their crappy jokes, pretending to be concerned 
about their petty little complaints; "Production refuses to 
pay your hotel porn channel bills? Shocking! You have some 
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dialogue changes to suggest? The continuity girl will be 
delighted!". Don't saddle them with extra problems. 

Interior. Corridor. CCTV footage. Tinny, echoey buzz 

Ciggie break 4. Cartoon characters, JW & the actors, plastercine figures from the last ciggie break, plus 
puppets we haven't seen yet: even more huddled together: roll-ups, spliffs, snuff being shared. 

Back to:  

Interior. Rehearsal room. 

JW (Cartoon) continues her technical read-through. 

JW (CARTOON) 
(shouting to one of the people in the background) 

Wardrobe, sequence 1… 

WARDROBE MISTRESS 
(shouting back, interrupting her work with the actors) 

Nearly ready, we'll be right over. 

JW (CARTOON) 
(turning reverentially to another of the people surrounding her) 

Operator, sir, sequence 1's scheduled for shooting at midday, 
how do you make an August afternoon look overcast?  

OPERATOR 
Ordinarily with a Kassier Hinterland filter or a Tiffin Shark 
Dance, but we haven't got either.  

JW (Cartoon) gives an angry, questioning look at the man in the sleeveless jacket. 

LINE PRODUCER 
(interrupting while on his mobile) 

Not included in the equipment your previous Line Manager 
ordered. 

JW (Cartoon) is about to shout out instructions, but Line Producer pre-empts her. 

LINE PRODUCER 
I did it this morning. 

(looking at the Operator) 
You'll have both first thing tomorrow.  

OPERATOR 
(nodding approval, scribbling in his notes) 

In time for the colour tests in the afternoon. 

JW (CARTOON) 
OK. 

(glancing at the script and addressing another person) 
 Gaffer, that camera mounted on the BMW…  

GAFFER 
The key grip… 

The Grip in the background halts the dolly and shouts a greeting to the Gaffer. 

KEY GRIP 
¡Aupa, salado! 
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The crew all snigger, the Gaffer turns and waves to the Grip, JW shakes his head in despair, the Grip 
carries on rehearsing with the camera crew. The Gaffer continues. 

GAFFER 
…worked on one on his last film. 

JW (Cartoon) glances at the key grip in the background. 

Cut to: 

Interior. Back of the rehearsal room. Dolly track. JW (Cartoon)'s POV 

The key grip pushing the dolly hits a snag on the rails and nearly knocks over the camera and two 
camera crew. They all find this funny. 

GAFFER (OFF) 
Says BMWs are a doddle. 

Back to: 

Interior. Rehearsal room 

JW (CARTOON) 
(unconvinced)  

That's reassuring. 
(addressing the Location Manager)  

Have you got the BMW I wanted? 

LOCATION MANAGER 
The Hydrogen 7 isn't launched here till early spring… 

JW (Cartoon) glares and is about to bellow at him. 

LOCATION MANAGER 
…but I've got a dealer who imported his own - 

(emphasising to JW Cartoon) 
 with laminated windows- and he'll hire it to us for 3 days. 

(addressing Line Producer) 
I gave your team the quote. 

Line Producer shuffles through his pile of papers, finds the quote and gives the Location Manager the 
thumbs up. 

JW (CARTOON) 
(glancing at the script, indicating something to the location 
manager) 

Metallic blue? 

LOCATION MANAGER 
(shaking his head) 

He refuses. No re-sprays. 

JW (Cartoon) glares at Line Producer. 

LINE PRODUCER 
(shaking his head, interrupting his phone conversation) 

I've tried bribes. 

OPERATOR 
That won't be such a doddle. 
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JW (CARTOON) 
Sorry, sir, what won't? 

OPERATOR 
The BMW windscreen. Reflecting the street lights. 

JW (CARTOON) 
Why? 

OPERATOR 
The refractory index on all BMW glass, laminated or 
otherwise. 

(flicking through his papers and consulting a particular sheet) 
I measured this Hydrogen 7 at 2.5 fosbels. 

The Operator shakes his head. JW (Cartoon) is nonplussed. The crew look at her, equally nonplussed, 
at one another, and at the Operator. 

OPERATOR 
The camera mounted on the back of this BMW, at whatever 
angle to the windscreen, even polished with proprietary 
Einszett Polish, at night under those low pressure sodium 
street lamps on the Avenida Atlántica, will be reflected back 
into the lens. Not just the street lights and full moon, which 
is what you want. Plus, at 2.5 fosbels, the windscreen would 
block out any shot through it of the car's interior 

JW (Cartoon) is floored. She looks to the rest of the crew for help, but they are pleased to see her in 
trouble. 

OPERATOR 
I could make a suggestion. 

JW (Cartoon) nods. 

OPERATOR 
Use a Mercedes-Benz. 

JW (CARTOON) 
But the script says a BMW. I know my characters. They're 
BMW people. 

OPERATOR 
Mercedes glass's refractive index is 7.4 fosbels. A camera 
mounted between 27 to 38 degrees to the windscreen would 
not be reflected. You'd get your street lamps and your 
moon, and your shot of your actors chit-chatting inside. 

JW (CARTOON) 
(not understanding) 

Meaning? 

OPERATOR 
Either lose the BMW's windows and replace them with 
Mercedes glass. Get it made and shipped over from their 
plant at Untertürkheim. They make all the windows for all 
Mercedes everywhere in the world.  
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JW (CARTOON) 
Replace them all? 

The Operator nods. 

JW (CARTOON) 
But the camera just looks in through the back! 

OPERATOR 
(shrugging his shoulders) 

Your film, your script, your decision. I just advise and give 
alternatives. 

JW (CARTOON) 
That's the "either"? What's the "or"? 

OPERATOR 
Use a Mercedes-Benz. 

JW (Cartoon) is deflated. 

OPERATOR 
With original Mercedes glass. 

JW (Cartoon) is even more miserable. 

OPERATOR 
Or cut the sequence. Nothing hinges on it. 

LINE PRODUCER 
(interrupting his latest phone conversation) 

Or shoot the BMW with BMW glass, then get the reflected 
camera CGI'd out.  

OPERATOR 
And shoot the same sequence with the window removed, to 
get your interior shot. 

LINE PRODUCER 
And then have that interior digitalised into the master shot. 
What was it those CGI guys charge per minute? 

(flicking through his notes)  
Nearly enough to keep the Gaffer's team rolling in snow for 
a month. 

We hear a CHEER from the Grip in the background. 

OPERATOR 
Even so, you'd need the street lamps replacing with tungsten 
halogen. 

(handing JW Cartoon a sheet, which she doesn't take) 
My sodium/tungsten findings.  

JW (CARTOON) 
(even more deflated, addressing the Location Manager) 

Find me Mercedes owners. 

LOCATION MANAGER 
What model? 
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JW (Cartoon) looks imploringly at the Operator. 

OPERATOR 
Any at all. 

(to Line Producer)  
Superior workmanship, you see. Hand-finished.  

JW (CARTOON) 
(even more deflated, addressing Line Producer) 

Get me a replacement quote from Mercedes. 

Line Producer has already started a new conversation on a second phone from another pocket while 
still talking on the first one.  

LINE PRODUCER 
(looking at both JW Cartoon and the Operator) 

Bullet-proof or normal? 

JW (CARTOON) 
(looking at the ground, shaking her head, then at the Operator, 
who shrugs, then suddenly inspired, she decides executively)  

Quotes for both! 

This session has knocked the stuffing out of JW (Cartoon). She looks at the Line Producer. He finishes 
his call and addresses her. 

LINE PRODUCER 
They know the specs for the Hydrogen 7. If I've confirmed 
the order by 11.30, they'll have the glass here by 5pm 
Monday and fitted by 6.10. 

(pause)  
Central European Time.  

(looking at his watch)  
That gives you 45 minutes to decide. We shoot the BMW 
Monday at sundown. Dusk is at 8.43pm, local time. 

JW (CARTOON) 
I am aware of my shooting schedule. 

LINE PRODUCER 
(scribbling notes, using a calculator, thinking aloud) 

Factor in compensation for the BMW owner's 
inconvenience. 

JW (CARTOON) 

JW (Cartoon) is shaking her head. 

LINE PRODUCER 
And if I pay for this… 

(reading aloud as he ticks items off) 
-glass, shipping, insurance, compensation, flights, expenses 
& 3 nights 5-star accommodation for 4 technicians,  

(looking up at JW (Cartoon) to explain) 
German union minimum, for a total of 70 minutes work - 
I'll have to cancel the windmill scenes, days 16 thru 32, and 
you lose the monastery, Week 5.  
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LOCATION MANAGER 
(mock shock, rubbing his backside) 

After all the bending over I did to clinch it! 

Line Producer laughs at Location Manager, playfully feeling his own arse. He looks at JW (Cartoon) 
and motions at the room they are in, grinning. 

LINE PRODUCER 
You could shoot here. A lick of paint. Either way it means 
rewrites.  

(laughing, addressing the other crew members, pointing at the 
script, not caring that JW Cartoon can hear him)  

A third of the way down page 1 already and only another 92 
pages to go before lunch! God, I love my job! 

All the crew burst out laughing. 

JW (Cartoon) stares at her script for a moment, then at the ground, but no hole swallows her up. The 
crew members nervously sip at their drinks, repressing grins and smiles. Then a sharp intake of breath 
from JW (Cartoon), and she looks at the script. She winces and reluctantly speaks. 

JW (CARTOON) 
Umbrellas.  

(covering her eyes with her free hand) 
Props? 

The Prop Mistress leaps manically out of her seat and unzips a large body bag. Piles of umbrellas pour 
over the floor, of all colours and types, as the Wardrobe Mistress arrives with the actors. Grinning 
manically, the Prop Mistress picks out two umbrellas and offers them to JW (Cartoon); a frilly pink one 
and a small yellow telescopic one. She passes other weird umbrellas around the delighted crew, and 
gives an umbrella with a dildo on top to one of the actors. JW (Cartoon) looks at the ceiling in disbelief. 

Suddenly we hear ARGUING off camera. Everyone in shot -real & cartoon- stops and looks towards 
the camera. They watch and listen to the following exchange. They glance at one another in disbelief. A 
crew member turns and whispers to a cartoon student: so, the crew members could see the cartoon 
students, after all? Strange. 

JW (CLAY) (OFF) 
You can't. Not now. Not here. 

EXEC. PRODUCER (CLAY) (OFF) 
You're their director. They have the right to know, we have 
a duty to tell them. You won't. So as Executive Producer, I 
will. 

JW (CLAY) (OFF) 
No, please… 

EXEC. PRODUCER (CLAY) (OFF) 
Everybody, can you gather round. My sister and I have 
something to tell you. 

A boom mike wobbles into shot. The camera wobbles and swings right. It comes to rest at a weird 
downward angle - the Operator moved away from it and knocked it. 

A few plastercine figures occupy the newly revealed area. They are the actual film crew of this film we 
have been watching. The people you'd expect to see working behind a movie camera, except small and 
made out of plastercine.  
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We have little time to take in many details as the camera is switched off and there is: 

BLACKOUT. 

But the sound is uninterrupted. 

Interior. Rehearsal room. Crisis Meeting 

A new camera, a new angle.  

Our POV is in front of the camera that blacked out. What was then Camera Right (plastercine film 
crew area behind the camera) is now Camera Left. What was then Camera Left (the read-through) is 
Camera Right 

The blacked-out camera is a miniature model. As is the other film equipment around it: monitor, sound 
recording etc.  

Some of the plastercine figures we first saw should be recognisable. JW (Clay) -a plastercine version of 
JW & JW (Cartoon). Line Producer (Clay), modelled on Line Producer, Wardrobe Mistress (Clay) 
modelled on Wardrobe Mistress etc. We can guess others from their position behind the camera, what 
they have been doing or holding; Sound Engineer (Clay) next to his sound recording rig, with tiny 
model headphones around his neck: Hairdresser (Clay) with tiny brushes and combs etc.  

Exec. Producer (Clay) is waving to crew/students in front of him and other plastercine figures behind 
him, beckoning them nearer. He bears a strong resemblance to JW (Clay). 

EXEC. PRODUCER (CLAY) 
Sorry about this. It's unfortunate, but there is no other way. 
That's it, gather round. 

The crew, students and plastercine figures converge and mingle unhappily around Line Producer (Clay). 
Boom Operator (Clay) puts the boom mike back in place on Sound Engineer (Clay)'s sound rig. 

JW (CLAY) 
But you'll ruin everything. 

EXEC. PRODUCER (CLAY) 
Ruin? What's left to ruin. There's no money! 

At this, murmurs of disbelief run through the crew, students and plastercine figures. The real people 
we've seen during the read-through are actually actors, as are the students. Here they all interact, 
motion, shrug, talk to one another. So the students weren't invisible to the real people crew during the 
read-through as we thought, that was all part of the dramatisation. 

OPERATOR (ACTOR) 
No money? 

SOUND ENGINEER (CLAY) 
Why have we stopped filming? 

OPERATOR (CLAY) 
When did you find out? 

JW (CARTOON) 
Yes, how long have you known? 

JW (CLAY) 
We knew last night. My brother showed me the figures. 
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EXEC. PRODUCER (CLAY) 
I'm sorry. My production budget was in dollars but the 
banks were lending me euros. A silly mistake. 

JW (CARTOON) 
Silly? I've got 4 weeks now with no work or money till my 
next gig. 

GAFFER (CLAY) 
I can't just walk into another job tomorrow. 

LINE PRODUCER (CLAY) 
I turned down another gig for this. Better money, too. 
Advertising. 

GAFFER (CARTOON) 
Will we be paid? 

LOCATION MANAGER (ACTOR) 
What about the hotel? 

LOCATION MANAGER (CLAY) 
Will we get back and find our bags in the street? 

EXEC. PRODUCER (CLAY) 
Everybody will be paid up to today. If we finish today's 
schedule. 

WARDROBE MISTRESS (ACTOR) 
But after that? 

JW (CLAY) 
(addressing everybody) 

I personally want to carry on. But you… 

EXEC. PRODUCER (CLAY) 
I thought my sister would tell you this morning, but… So 
that's why I am telling you now. It's your decision whether 
you leave after today or carry on… 

FOCUS PULLER (CLAY) 
Working for nothing? 

EXEC. PRODUCER (CLAY) 
In the meantime, if the schedule isn't disrupted, maybe I can 
find new backers. 

WARDROBE MISTRESS (CARTOON) 
Maybe? How big? 

(indicating a large hopeful size with both forefingers) 
This maybe? 

Exec. Producer (Clay) replies with a less hopeful sized maybe, with the thumb and forefinger of one 
hand. 

SOUND ENGINEER (CLAY) 
I'm angry like the rest of you. Me and the Operator have 
more experience. I say we carry on. 
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(to Operator (Clay)) 
What do you reckon? 

OPERATOR (CLAY) 
We've already got 4 weeks' film in the can. That must count 
for something. 

SOUND ENGINEER (CLAY) 
Other producers might be interested in investing. 

LINE PRODUCER (ACTOR) 
Why would they? 

OPERATOR (CLAY) 
It's a smaller risk.  

SOUND ENGINEER (CLAY) 
It'd be different if we were pitching a new script. But this 
one is up and running. 

OPERATOR (CLAY) 
4 weeks in the can. Your gut reaction may be to quit. 

SOUND ENGINEER (CLAY) 
But the best option may be to continue. 

People now start sounding more upbeat. 

BOOM OPERATOR (CLAY) 
There's no pre-production or negotiating for new backers to 
do. 

WARDROBE MISTRESS (CLAY) 
The casting's done! 

BOOM OPERATOR (ACTOR) 
The crew are on board! 

FOCUS PULLER (ACTOR) 
None of this is our fault. We've proved ourselves.  

WARDROBE MISTRESS (CARTOON) 
Yes. 4 weeks in the can! 

JW (CLAY) 
(glaring at her brother) 

No, it's the Producer's incompetence. 

EXEC. PRODUCER (CLAY) 
I remind you we are co-Executive Producers. We got the 
money together. 

JW (CLAY) 
But you said to leave the books to you. 
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SOUND ENGINEER (CLAY) 
And you'd be known as one of that crew who carried on 
filming even when the money ran out. Total pro! Career-
wise… 

JW (CARTOON) 
If we get the whole film in the can, maybe we use it as 
collateral.. 

SFX (ACTOR) 
For a loan? 

SFX (CLAY) 
Of course. We can get our back-pay. 

LOCATION MANAGER (CARTOON) 
Maybe finance the editing. 

BOOM OPERATOR (CLAY) 
That's the least of my problems! 

Murmurs of approval. 

BOOM OPERATOR (CARTOON) 
I just want what I'm owed. 

JW (CLAY) 
This is my film! 

OPERATOR (ACTOR) 
Not any more, it isn't! 

LOCATION MANAGER (CARTOON) 
(correcting Operator (Actor)) 

Ain't. 

ALL (ACTORS, CARTOONS, PLASTERCINE) 
(to JW (Clay) & Exec Producer (Clay)) 

It's ours. 

JW (CARTOON) 
(to JW (Actor), nodding at JW (Clay)) 

Shall we let her keep her job? 

JW (ACTOR) 
Well, I'm not doing it. 

JW (CARTOON) 
Me neither. And we can't afford to hire another one. 

JW (PUPPET) (OFF) 
¡Corten! 

Everything stops. People, cartoons, plastercine, relax a bit. Some anxiously look at the camera. 
Surprisingly, nobody is surprised by this. 

OPERATOR (PUPPET) (OFF) 
¿Repetimos? ¿O es buena? 
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JW (PUPPET) (OFF) 
¡Es ésta, joder! 

A huge puppet head -recognisable as Focus Puller (Puppet)- appears right in front of the screen, and 
shines a torch directly inside, blinding us, the viewers. JW (Puppet) rushes from behind the camera and 
stops in front of the actors, concentrating on what Focus Puller (Puppet) is doing. The strings of both 
puppets are visible. 

JW (PUPPET) 
¡La hostia, tú! 

From behind JW (Puppet) the other JWs (Actor, Cartoon, Clay) approach and all four anxiously look 
towards Focus Puller (Puppet).  

FOCUS PULLER (PUPPET) 
¡Hay pelo! 

Everybody in view groans, bodies droop. 

JW X 4 (PUPPET, ACTOR, CARTOON, CLAY) & THE 
WHOLE CAST & CREW BEHIND THEM 

(very very very very very angry) 
¡Mecagüenla-! 

BLACKOUT 

 

Credits 

 

Interior. Corridor. CCTV footage. Tinny, echoey buzz 

Ciggie break 5. Everyone we have seen in the film. All tobacco habits under the sun, including nicotine 
patches. They all looking bored and fed up. 

1ST ASSISTANT DIRECTOR (OFF) 
(Spanish accent) 

¡Bocata time! 

Everybody's face lights up, they look at the camera. 

BLACKOUT 


